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As the Internet evolves and security attacks become more sophisticated, security has
become one of the most challenging issues for website development and maintenance.
Oracle Education Foundation (OEF funded by Oracle Corporation) maintains 7000
websites in ThinkQuest Library. These websites are developed by elementary school
students, with PHP, Perl, and MySQL technologies. Because they have insufficient
knowledge in website security, their websites may contain security issues and are
hard for OEF to maintain.

The purpose of this thesis is to seek an efficient and accurate solution to clean up the
website security issues in ThinkQuest Library. The thesis consists 3 parts:
improvement of Apache web server security configuration; summarizing methodology
of manual fixing vulnerabilities and developing a simple script tool for security issue
detection and cleaning up. These achievements can prevent illegal operations and
attacks on the websites in ThinkQuest web server.
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1 Introduction 

 
As the Internet evolves and security attacks become more sophisticated, 

security is one of the most challenging issues for website development and 
maintenance. Therefore, secure coding principles must be applied to the websites. 
Not only the fundamentals of secure coding, but also the specific vulnerabilities 
must be identified and resolved regularly within a website. 

 
Oracle Education Foundation (OEF funded by Oracle Corporation) organizes 

ThinkQuest Website Competition annually since 1996. Until now there are more 
than 7000 websites maintained in ThinkQuest Library. These websites utilize 
many technologies including PHP, Perl, MySQL and so on. 

The purpose of this thesis is to seek an efficient and accurate solution to clean 
up the website security issues in ThinkQuest Library. The thesis consists of the 
following 3 parts:  

 Improvement of Apache web server security settings 

o Hide sensitive server information from the public 
o Restrict common users‟ access to server directory    
o Only enable necessary modules on Apache  
o Ensure files outside “WebRoot” directory are not served  

 
 Methodology of manual fixing security issues in ThinkQuest Library 

o Clarify research scope, identify 9 common PHP/Perl security 
vulnerabilities within ThinkQuest library 

 PHP Vulnerability Examples: 

- Global variables 
- Cross-site scripting  
- E-mail injection 
- File access through variables 
- SQL Injection 

 Perl Vulnerability  

- File uploading/ file system modification 
- Web server environment variables 
- Temporary file creation vulnerabilities 
- Runtime variable modification 

o Explore principles and solutions of each kind of security issues and 
manually fix them 

o Test fixed website in local environment 
o Generate manual fixing report that catalogs the issues identified and the 
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resolutions implemented. 
 

 Develop a simple script tool for detecting security vulnerabilities of Perl 
website. 

 

In order to avoid the detrimental effect of ThinkQuest library production server, 
websites fixing and testing process should be down within local environment. First 
download unfixed websites from the production server to local machine. After fixing 
and testing locally, upload fixed websites back to server. This approach can also 
bring convenience to source code version control. 

For fear of later code transplantation and the consequent platform confliction, local 
environment should be identical to the production web server. The environment 
includes OEL (Oracle Enterprise Linux) operating system, apache HTTP server v2.2 
and MySQL database v5.046.  

For the websites which utilize a database, SQL injection is an important 
vulnerability should be fixed. So it is necessary to download and import 
corresponding DB file into local database and configure specific DB connection for 
each website.  

In this process of writing this thesis, 60 PHP/Perl websites have been manually 
cleaned up. These websites have been put back to ThinkQuest library and been 
operated well. Oracle Education Foundation is satisfied with the results. Meanwhile, 
the vulnerability fixing methodology is applied to protect ThinkQuest library 
websites from attack and illegal operations.  

. 
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2 Apache web server security Configuration    
Web server is the environment used to contain WebPages and functional 

scripts as well as handle HTTP requests and responses. In order to protect the 
website from attacker, the security of web server is significant. Although Apache 
group has done a great job at keeping its product safe and supplies up to date 
security patches. Some precaution measures are still necessary for building a safe 
server environment. 

Web server is hosted in server machine operation system. If the server OS 
compromised, Apache will be easily break-in by hackers. So the precondition of a 
safe web server is installing it on a secure OS environment.  

Besides regularly update latest patch, apache security configuration [1] is also 
very important. A robust server should support following security features: 
preventing illegal requests, restriction of access to sensitive files and forbidden 
unprivileged commands execution. 

2.1 Install Apache in a secure environment  

For fear of Apache become break-in point of underlying system, it should be 
isolated from normal file system. A recommend solution is installing it in Chrooted 
environment called Jail. Jail is a separate virtual copy of the normal operating 
system. It contains complete directory structure, but only keeps necessary files and 
system commands. All the sensitive shell and resource, such as OS password, are 
removed. Then the web server process and its children will be re-rooted in jail 
directory and cannot access or manipulate files outside. This solution can't prevent 
a hacker break-in, but rather mitigate or avoid the adverse impacts of hosting file 
system if apache compromised. The owner of Jail directory should be root and 
access rights should not allow regular user to perform any changes. Apache is 
started by root user and then it switches to user defined by user directive. Jail 
system with root user can protect files under it from modification by non-root user. 

2.2 Hide sensitive server information 

If hackers want to break in the web server, they first need to identify the server 
software and version; then search for related loopholes and perform attack. They 
commonly attempt to steal server information through illegal request by trial and 
error.  

When web server gets request, no matter normal or illegal, it sends back 
response data with header to web client. By default installations, Apache response 
header contains the detailed server information and will be shown on certain pages. 
For example, the error page may disclose sensitive information at page footer, such 
as Apache version number, module installed and information related to server 
operating system: 
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Apache/2.0.41 (Unix) PHP/4.2.2 mod_jk/1.2.14 Server at localhost Port 80 

Exposing this information to public is very dangerous. So they should be 
removed from the response header. The setting is controlled by two directives in 
Apache configuration file “httpd.conf”. By default installations, the setting is as:  

ServerSignature On 
ServerTokens Full 

“ServerSignature” directive [2] is used to print footer on the server generated 
webpage or the error page. The “On” setting adds a line with the server version 

number, the module installed and the host information. “ServerTokens” directive [2] 

controls the display of server OS-type as well as information about the compiled-in 
modules. Default setting "Full" should turn to “Prod”, and then sensitive server info 
will be hidden. 

ServerTokens Full: Server sends (e.g.): Server: Apache/2.0.41 (Unix) PHP/4.2.2  
ServerTokens Prod: Server sends (e.g.): Server: Apache  

In order to mask server identity and thwart hacker, server info in response 
header should be hidden from public user. Above two directives need to be set as  

ServerSignature Off 
ServerTokens Prod 

2.3 Set non-privileged user 

As default installation, Apache sets User and Group directives to "nobody". In 
Linux system, "nobody" user is only permitted to execute programs files under the 
underlying directory, and is not allowed to own, read or write any file. Even if the 
hacker breaks in the server, with "nobody" limitation, he still can't access files or 
execute code outside apache under permission control. 

But this restriction is still not enough. The web server machine may also 
contain other services, such as FTP and Mail services. If these server applications 
may also set user as nobody, when the hacker breaks in Apache, with the same 
"nobody" user, the other server applications will be compromised easily. Then 
attacker can exploit nobody permission to send junk mail or manipulate other 
server services. So, in Apache configuration file, the User and Group directives 
should be set as specified ID:  

User apache 
Group apache 

2.4 Configure directory access control 

In Apache, web root directory contains all the web pages and program scripts 
to handle requests and responses. This folder is public without access restriction.  
Meanwhile, server includes sensitive recourses which are not intended to be 
visible by public. These files should be stored in separate directory with permission 
restrictions. So the access control of each directory should be set differently in 
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configuration file. 

Mod_access module is used to implement access control of particular 
directories or files. In "httpd.conf", this module is configured through section tag 
<Directory /path> and <Location>. Section tags enclose a group of directives 
applied to control access under the /path specified directory and sub-directories. 
Directives "order", "allow" and "deny" are used to configure permissions, services 
and features options which are allowed and/or disabled in the directory. 

Directives Usage 
"Order Deny, Allow" Define the sequence of "allow" and "deny" 
"Deny from all" Define the denial of all access from apache host 
"Options None" Define service and features allowance of this directory, such as 

directory browsing, Server side Includes, CGI execution and 
Symbolic links. If set as none, then all above services are blocked 

"AllowOverride None" Used to prevent users from setting up .htaccess files which can 
override configured security features 

Table 2.1: The usage of directives in directory configuration section tag 

Directory browsing option "indexes" should be disabled. If it is enabled and the 
directory has not a default index page, when user browses the directory, the web 
server would show the complete directory content list. Then hackers can easily 
access any file in the list and perform damages. After disabling this directive, the 
browser will show "Forbidden" info instead of directory content list.  

Another option "FollowSymLinks" should also be paid attention to. Enabling it 
can allow creating symbolic link to any file in server file system. So it should be 
disabled to prevent exposing sensitive resource to the public through accidentally 
symbolic links. 

For example, root directory “/web” is used to contain all web pages and 
program scripts. It allows external user access, but does not allow users to set 
up .htaccess files which include security features. Configure section tag <Directory 
/web> and define access directive as follows under “/web” directory.   

<Directory /web> 
Order Allow,Deny 
Allow from all 
AllowOverride None 

</Directory> 
For the directory includes sensitive server files, the configuration should 

restrict any external access and be set as.   

<Directory /sensitive path> 
Order Deny,Allow 
Deny from all 
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Options None 
AllowOverride None 

</Directory> 

2.5 Configure necessary module 

One feature of Apache is its flexible and variety of module utilization. Default 
apache installation contains more than twenty modules. Some of them are not used 
at all, but larger attack surface for hackers. Only one security vulnerability in any of 
these modules may result in a successful break-in which puts the whole system at a 
risk. So unused modules should be disabled and only necessary one is kept to fulfill 
the functionality and security assumptions. Following modules are important in 
Apache configuration and should be paid special attention to. 

Module mod_security 

Mod_Security [3] is an Apache module that provides a web application firewall 
engine. It implements the following features: 

 
 URL encoding validation, removal of illegal characters and multiple 

slashes 
 Server identity obfuscation to thwart hacker 
 Utilization of Regular Expression to detect and filter illegal request 

contents, prevention of malicious attacks. 
 Completion of audit log for future analysis 

After installing Mod_Security model in apache. Configure it in httpd.conf, load 
mod_security module and turn on relative feature engine.  

 
LoadModule security_module extramodules/mod_security.so 
<IfModule mod_security.c> 
    SecFilterEngine On     # Turn on the filtering engine   
    SecFilterCheckURLEncoding On   # Make sure URL encoding is valid 

SecFilterCheckUnicodeEncoding Off  #Some old Thinkquest websites may 
cause Unicode error. So disables unicode encoding validation 

SecFilterForceByteRange 1 255  # Restrict requests only consist of bytes 
from a certain byte range to prevent null byte attacks 
    SecAuditEngine RelevantOnly  # Only log suspicious requests 

............ 
</IfModule> 

 
To implement request validation and filter operation, it needs to define 

Mod_Security filter rules in configuration file. SecFilter directive and regular 
expression are utilized to match the content in the user request.  
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Configuration rules Description 
SecFilter “delete[[:space:]]+from”  # Filter sql injection 
SecFilter "<[[:space:]]*script" # Filter XSS script 
SecFilter /etc/passwd # Deny request contains path "/etc/passwd" 
SecAuditLog logs/audit_log # The name of the audit log file 
SecFilter "../" # Deny request contains path "../" 

Table 2.2: Example rules of Mod_security configration 

Based on above predefined filter rules, mod_security engine can scan each 
request and filter illegal requests. When malicious content is captured, the request 
would be denied and recorded in the audit log. And then the user will be 
responded with 500 error.  

Take the first rule as an example. When mod_security engine detect URL 
request with SQL injection, such as “delete c_xx from t_xx”, engine would filter it 
and response error. For the requests with illegal script content, such as javascript 
XSS attack, the second rule can block them.  

At the same time, other actions, such as page redirections, can also be 
defined. For example, after detected SQL injection, the engine logs the attack and 
redirect page to warning page.   

SecFilter "delete[[:space:]]+from" log,redirect:http://xxx/invalid_request.html 

These filter rules can be set in the main configuration file httpd.conf inside the 
Apache Scope Directives or set in a separate configuration file and be included 
inside Scope Directives. Then the Mod_Security configuration file can be included 
by different directories and don‟t need to write the same rule every time.  

 
<Directory /path> 
  Include conf/mod_security.conf 
</Directory /path> 

There are two other modules should be considered carefully: mod_autoindex 
and mod_info: 

mod_autoindex is enabled by default. It provides automatic directory indexing. 
When Web server's directories don't contain index files, the content of the 
directories is easy to be exposed to public.  

mod_info provides a overview of the server configuration including all installed 
modules and directives in the configuration files. If this information is revealed to the 
hackers, they can easily identify the web server and version, and then exploit it to their 
advantage when performing an attack for available vulnerability points. So these two 
modules should never be enabled and the server configuration information should 
never be accessible from the Internet. 

Compared with default installation, above configurations can mitigate or avoid 
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potential server break-in. These approaches isolate the Apache in the Jail file system, 
mask the server, restrict directory access and use mod_security to filter malicious 
requests. Although no method can assure a 100% security, take these measures can 
make difficulties for a web attack, and lock majority of the hackers outside of the Apache 
server. 
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3 Websites Vulnerability Fixing Methodology  
 

The target of this thesis work is to develop an efficient and accurate approach 
for cleaning up website security issues in the ThinkQuest Library. There are 
thousands of websites need to be fixed. Different developers have different 
programming practices and styles. The logics and features of each website are 
also quite different. So manually fixing the vulnerability of each websites should be 
done case by case. It is quite complex to cover the varying circumstances. In the 
writing process of this thesis, 60 PHP/Perl websites are manually cleaned up. 
Based on these experiences, a general fixing methodology is summarized. 

 
The methodology first clarifies the research scope of the common PHP/Perl 

vulnerabilities. As the requirement from ThinkQuest, there are 5 vulnerabilities for 
PHP script and 4 for Perl. Further study is to explore the principle and solution of 
the above 9 kinds of security issues. Before fixing, firstly it is necessary to review 
the website and detect malicious source code. A simple bash script tool is 
developed to assist scanning unfixed websites. Once suspicious script is detected, 
the issue is reported in the log. Then the detection log should be analyzed, the web site 

fixed manually, and a modification report written. Finally the fixed websites should be 
fully tested to ensure that no error exists. 

3.1 Specify the type of website 

The websites in ThinkQuest library are mainly developed with two techniques, 
30% in PHP, 60% in Perl and 10% in other languages. For websites with different 
techniques, the fixing process and operation are quite different. This thesis only 
focuses on PHP and Perl. So the first step is to specify the type of the website, 
PHP or Perl. 

A simple shell script is developed to specify the type of website. It scans all 
files in the specified website directory with subdirectory and judges file type based 
on name suffix. If detecting file with extension .pl, .cgi or .php, the tool prints the file 
name and path in the console. This program script list can be used to recognize the 
website type is php or perl and determine proper manual fixing process. If the code 
to open a MySQL connection is found in the webpage source code, scan result will 
also print the file name in the list. Then corresponding DB file needs to be imported 
into local database to fix SQL injection issue. 

Script 3.1: Bash scanning script: autoscan.sh 

#!/bin/sh  
#This shell is used to detect script of Perl ,PHP and utilization of MySQL  
# Usage: ./autoscan.sh /usr/local/apache2/htdocs/path -all 
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function perl{ 
 echo "Perl Scan:" 
 find $1 -name "*.cgi" 
 find $1 -name "*.pl" 
} 
 
function flash 
{ 
 echo "Flash Scan:" 
 find $1 -name "*.swf" 
 echo "" 
} 
 
function mysql{ 
 echo "Mysql Scan:" 
 grep -Rl "mysql" $1 
} 
 
function php{ 
 echo "PHP Scan:" 
 find $1 -name "*php*" 
} 
if [ ! $1 > /dev/null ] 
then 
 dir=`echo /usr/local/apache2/htdocs` 
else 
 dir=$1 
fi 
echo "------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
echo "Here are technical used report in $dir" 
echo "" 
 
param=$2 
 
if [ "$param" = "-all" ] 
then 
 param="flash perl php mysql"  
fi 
 
if echo $param | grep "php" > /dev/null 
then 
php $dir 
fi 
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if echo $param | grep "mysql" > /dev/null 
then 
mysql $dir 
fi 
 
if echo $param | grep "perl" > /dev/null 
then 
perl $dir 
fi 
 
echo "" 
echo "Report Finished.." 
echo "-------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
exit 0 

After utilizing the script to scan the website directory 15073, the following result in the 
console lists the detected php, perl scripts, flash files and whether database operation is 
included in the website.  

 
Figure 3.1 Result of scan script  

3.2 Fix PHP script 

PHP websites represent 30% of the ThinkQuest library. These websites are 

developed by elementary school students who are lack of knowledge in website 
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security programming. Some web pages and program scripts may contain security 

issues, such as SQL injection and XSS. Hackers can exploit these holes to steal 

sensitive data, even to modify server file system. To prevent these malicious actions, it 

is necessary to detect, identify and fix potential vulnerability existing in the library. 

As the request from ThinkQuest, there are 5 kinds of common vulnerabilities for 

PHP websites:  
 Global variable problem 
 Cross-site scripting 
 E-mail injection 
 File access through variables 
 SQL Injection 

 
 Global variable problem 

In PHP, the usage of variables defined in global include two features: 1) variables 

can be used directly without declaration or initialization; 2) Once a variable is created, it 

can be referenced anywhere in the program. It seems convenient to programmer. But if 

the variable is used to take client input value from HTML form, it may cause global 

variable vulnerability [4]. 

After form submission, web application would process user requests. For each 

request parameter, PHP engine can automatically generate a variable to hold user‟s 

input value. These variables are created with the same name as request parameter 

and used for further operations. 

When HTTP GET method is used for form submission, request parameters are 

exposed in URL and can be modified by the common user. Attackers may easily 

modify URL and inject illegal parameters value. If this malicious request is processed 

by PHP engine without filtering, a dirty variable will be automatically generated for this 

parameter and be assigned the value. The dirty variable can be used to bypass 

authentication or lead to other serious results. This issue does not only happen to GET 

method, hackers can also fake risk POST to submit dangerous requests and cause the 

same issue. 

Example: 

<? php  
if (authenticated_user()) {  
    $authorized = true;  
}  
if ($authorized) {  
    Allow further operation;  

}  
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else{ 
  Deny operation 

} 
?> 
 
Variable $authorized is used to identify user access. Illegal requests without 

authentication will be denied. Only authorized users can execute further operations. 

When register_globals directive is enabled in php.ini and variable $authorized without 

initialized value as false, attacker appends string”?authorized=1” in the URL and 

submits the request. In PHP engine, variable $authorized will be automatically created 

and be assigned value “1”. The intended access control fails and attacker bypassed 

authentication. This is a typical example of global variable problem.  

Solution: 

Some websites in ThinkQuest library are developed several years ago. At that 

period, websites programming in PHP, especially PHP3，rely on register global variable 

to get form input. PHP with version below 4.2 defaults turn on “register_globals” 

directive in php.ini. So this issue is commonly appeared in ThinkQuest library.  

To solve it, the first action is turning off “register_globals” directive. Declare and 

initialize variable is also a good practice, which can prevent malicious value assigned 

to automatically generated variables. A better solution is to use $_POST, $_GET or 

$_REQUEST super global arrays to retrieve user‟s input values from URLs, forms, and 

cookies. Furthermore, proper data checking is necessary to filter malicious request 

script. 

 

Example: 

One HTML request contains parameter "username" and “password”. Before fixing 

register_globals vulnerability, these two variables are directly retrieved from user input.  

<?php  
// check username and password  
if ($username == 'test' and $password == 'secret')  
$authorized = true;  
?> 

After fixing, register_globals directive should be disabled in php.ini. In php script, 

add $_GET super global arrays to retrieve input items.    
<?php  
$username = $_ GET ['username'];  
$password = $_ GET ['password'];  
// check username and password  
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if ($username == 'test' and $password == 'secret')  
$authorized = true;  
?> 

 
 Cross-site scripting 

For the webpage including guestbook feature, common users may leave and edit 
message. These external contents will be stored on server and ultimately be browsed 
by other user. Hackers may exploit this chance to inject malicious script into message 
and leave the trap in the webpage. 

For example, attackers may place hidden frames or deceptive links on unrelated 
sites in the message. Without properly filter and HTML escaping, the malicious code is 
successfully stored on the server. When next common user loads the page, the hidden 
malicious script will automatically run in background. It may send user‟s session or 

cookie to attacker or navigate browser to vulnerable site. With users' elevated 
privileges, hacker can impersonate the user and view sensitive page content. This is 
called Cross-site scripting [5].  

Imagine a scenario when the hackers leave the following script in the message 

<script> 
document.location = 'http://xxx/steal_cookies.php?cookies=' + document.cookie 
</script>  

When next user visits this page with JavaScript enabled, his browser will be 

redirected to the vulnerable webpage http://xxx/steal_cookies.php. Meanwhile, the 

malicious script lets the browser contain the cookies of current site and send to the 

redirected risk webpage. Through this way, the hacker steals user‟s cookie and uses it 

to trick the website. 

 
Solution: 

The solution of eliminating XSS vulnerability includes two steps. Validate user 
entered data before storing on server. Escape the output content before displaying 
external message to common user. The essential principle is always assuming 
external data to be invalid until it is proved to be valid.  

The validation process should verify the type, length and the content of the user 
input. Regular expressions are used in filter operation. If undesirable characters are 
detected, they will be rejected. For instance, the following regular expression can 
eliminate any input other than letters, numbers, and spaces. Only validated script is 
allowed to be saved on the server. 

if (preg_match('/^[\w \s]+$/', $content)) { 
//Valid input, allow further operation 

} 
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The harmful source code of XSS vulnerabilities commonly contains html tags and 

program scripts. The Magic Quotes [6] feature in PHP configuration can help disable 

malicious scripts. When directive "magic_quotes_gpc" is turned on in php.ini, the user 

entered string in $_GET, $_POST, $_COOKIE super global arrays will be 

automatically added a backslash before symbol: ' (single-quote), " (double quote), \ 

(backslash).  

For example, user inputs following content in HTML Text area tag 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
alert('test'); 
</script> 

When the content processes “Magic Quote” feature, the harmful script is changed 

as the following and loses effectiveness. Other malicious script will be disabled in the 

same way. 

 <script type=\"text//javascript\"> 
alert(\'test\'); 
</script> 

PHP also supplies some functions for filtering html tags and scripts, such as 

htmlentities (), strip_tags (), and utf8_decode ().  

 htmlentities  Convert all applicable characters to HTML entities 

<?php 
$str = "A 'quote' is <b>bold</b>"; 
echo htmlentities($str);  // Outputs: A 'quote' is &lt;b&gt;bold&lt;/b&gt; 
?> 
 

 strip_tags  Strip HTML and PHP tags from a string, only leave plain text 

<?php 

$text = '<p>Test paragraph.</p> <a href="#fragment">Other text</a>'; 

echo strip_tags($text); // Outputs: Test paragraph. Other text 

?> 

There are some other escaping functions can encode HTML characters as HTML 

entity references. Non-alphanumeric characters are internally represented differently, 

for instance, replacing html signs less then „<‟ & larger then „>‟ as a string of characters 

„<‟, „>‟. All these functions can be used in escaping process, then all the html tags and 

special characters will be replaced. The malicious script can't do harm any more. Only 

cleaned content will be displayed to the common user 
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 E-mail injection 

The feedback feature in ThinkQuest Library allows user to send feedback to the 
website administrator. Users fill feedback form within „user mail address‟, 'subject' and 
„message‟ fields and submit the request. Then web application calls PHP mail() function 
and passes user input to function parameters. Then system would send the mail out 
automatically.  

 

Figure 3.2 Example of feedback form  

PHP mail function basically contains 4 main parameters.  

mail(to,subject,message,headers, [extraparams]).  

Parameter „to‟ is used to specify mail receiver as the website administrator. It is 
hard coded in the script. So the recipient list seems already be fixed. The other 

parameters 'subject', „message‟ and „headers‟ are retrieved from the user input. Field 

„user mail address‟ is intended to get users' mail address. It is also a part to generate 

'headers' parameter in mail function. The 'CC' (Carbon Copy) and BCC (Blinc Carbon 

Copy) list of the mail is also configured from the 'header' parameter. Modify 'header' 

parameter can also be used to add other recipients. 

 In PHP, the mail function is based on MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail 
Extensions) format which uses line feed symbol to delimit the information in a 
message. Hacker can exploit this rule to append %0A (The hex code for the newline 

character) and additional recipient behind keyword „cc‟ and „bcc‟. Then system will send 

mail to unexpected recipient. For example, if the hacker inputs the following content in 

the „user mail address‟ field. 

sender@ test.com %0A Cc recipient2@ test.com %0A Bcc: recipient3@ test.com 

After submission, the web application will use this input to generate the mail header. 

The final mail header may add additional recipients in cc‟ and „bcc‟ list as following.  

<?php  
mail("recipient@test.com","Test","Test content","From: sender@ test.com %0A 
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Cc recipient2@ test.com %0A Bcc: recipient3@ test.com ");  
 ?> 

The final mail recipients not only include recipient@test.com, but also recipient2@ 

test.com and recipient3@ test.com. Attackers can add a number of mail addresses in 

the mail header and send anonymous emails through this way. 

 

Solution: 

The reason of email injection is users‟ input in the form lacks of restriction and 

leaves loopholes to the hackers. The solution is to filter user entered content in „user 

mail address‟ field. Not allowing invalid content to be appended to the „carriage return‟ 

in cc and bcc list can avoid sending mail to the unexpected recipients. 

 
<?php  
   $header=$_POST["user mail address"]; 
   if (eregi("\r",$ header) || eregi("\n",$ header)){ 
     die("Invalid content "); 
   } 
 ?>  

 
As the request from ThinkQuest, in order to prevent sending anonymous mails, all 

the utilization of mail functions should be disabled and all the email addresses in the 
website should be removed or disabled. Besides autoscan.sh used for specifying 
website type, a separate shell script is developed to detect php mail () function in the 
directory. In addition to using the bash script to detect mail() function, it also necessary 
to manually remove feedback forms and replace with the notice:  

"Sorry, this feature has been disabled by ThinkQuest. Please enjoy the rest of the site! "  
 
#/bin/sh 
# check_email.sh: Detect all files include mail function in the websites 
# Usage ./check_email.sh /directory path 
#-r recucive , -I not executable files.,-l only for file names 
grep -rIl "mail(" $1 | grep -v ".*svn.*" 
 
-r means recursion, search for all the sub-directories. 
-I not to search for executable files.(like gif or jpg) 
-l only list filename. This will make the shell output easy to see. 

 
 File access through variables 

In ThinkQuest library, some web pages include contents from remote websites or 
other files on the local server. Function fopen() and include() are used to open file and 
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fetch external contents. In PHP configuration, directive "allow_url_fopen" [7] can 
control whether allow script to invoke fopen(). The default installation is turned on. The 
parameters of fopen() specify the open mode and target file path or URL. For example: 

$page = ""http://www.mysite.com/file.txt"; 

$fh = fopen($page, 'X') or die("Can't open file"); 

fclose($fh); 

In some websites, the file path parameter is not hard coded as file name or URL, 
but in a variable. The hackers may overwrite this variable to open external risk files. By 
means of this way, malicious scripts are easily to be injected into the web page and to 
lead to serious consequences.  

Solution: 
Though security patches have reduced the amount of attacks, including remote 

contents without validation is still very dangerous. As the requirements from 
ThyinkQuest, any use of remote files in library entries should be disabled. Directive 
"allow_url_fopen" in php.ini should be turned off. Then scan PHP script, if utilization of 
remote files is detected, fopen() function and related operations should be commented. 
In the webpage, the region originally references remote content should be replaced by 
the notice:  

"Sorry, this feature has been disabled by ThinkQuest. Please enjoy the rest of the site! "  

The file access vulnerability is not only caused by opening remote URLs. If the 

hacker overwrites the file path variable to open a local sensitive data file, it may also 

lead to security issues. For example, if the attacker overwrites the variable to 

"../../../etc/passwd". Then they can steal password and break in the system.  

For this kind of security issues, the best practice is to validate the function 

parameter before file open function, such as readfile(), fopen(), file(), include() and 

require(). A white list is generated in an array. It includes all the files allowed to be 

opened in this website. The validation process is to check the parameter against the 

white list array. Only the file in the list can go for further operations, other files will be 

denied. The solution is used to prevent opening and disclosing confidential files on the 

server. 

 

Example: 

     $valid_pages=array("valid1.php","valid2.php",...) ;  

     if (!in_array($page,$valid_pages)) { 

       die("Invalid request"); // Deny illegal request  

     } 

     else{ 
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       $fh = fopen($page, 'X') or die("Can't open file"); 

       fclose($fh); 

      } 

 
 SQL Injection 

Some websites utilize MySQL database for data management. For example, all 
guestbook messages are stored in database. In guestbook page, user can enter 
author's id and search for messages belonging to him. The web application generates 
following "select" SQL statement based on user input.  

$sql = “SELECT * FROM gestbook WHERE author _id = “ + $_REQUEST[„p_auther_id‟];  
mysql_query($conn,$sql); 

 User input variable $p_author_id is intended to be a number value of author‟s id. 

The SQL query result should only returns the message history of this author. Without 
proper parameter filter or escaping, attacker can inject malicious script into SQL: 
“author _a or 'x'='x‟ “. It renders following statement:  

“SELECT * FROM gestbook WHERE author _id = author_a or 'x'='x‟” 

  Because evaluation of 'x'='x‟ is always true, the condition control loses the 
effectiveness and returns the unexpected result. This sample seems to be harmless, 
but the hacker can through the same way bypass authentication and steal sensitive 
database information. It is called SQL injection [8]  

Solution: 
The main point to resolve SQL injection is filtering user input to prevent the 

unexpected value from passing to SQL statement. $_GET and $_POST super arrays 

are used to take the user input. When turned on magic_quotes_gcp, string in the 

above two arrays will be automatically added a backslash before symbol: ' 

(single-quote), " (double quote), \ (backslash). Then the appended script in above 

example is changed to “author _a or \'x\'=\'x\‟ ".  

Besides magic_quotes_gcp, another choice is using PDO binding parameterized 
statements to replace the user input variable in mysql_query() function. When the 
data is handed to PDO, user input variables are first encoded or escaped and then 
bind to query parameters. With encoded variables, no harmful action is available any 
more. For example, the above example can be modified as:  

$db = new PDO('pgsql:dbname=database'); 
$stmt = $db->prepare("SELECT * FROM gestbook WHERE author _id=:author _id "); 
$stmt->bindParam(':author _id, $author _id); 
$stmt->execute(); 

But above solution doesn't help against dirty scripts "author_a or 1=1". So 
validation of the user input parameter is also necessary. Prior to being passed to 
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generate SQL statement, the parameter should pass type, length checking process. 
Unexpected content which does not match the format will be filtered. In the above 
simple example, the author_id should be an int value. The validation code looks like: 

 
if(!is_numeric($_REQUEST[“author _id”])){ 
 die("Invalid request"); // Deny illegal request 
} 
else{ 
$ author _id =$_REQUEST[“author _id”];  
$sql = “SELECT * FROM gestbook WHERE author _id = “ + $_REQUEST[„p_auther_id‟]; 
mysql_query($conn,$sql); 
} 
 

All these solutions can avoid dirty scripts to be injected into the SQL execution. 
Thanks to PHP mysql_query API restriction which does not allow multiple statements 
to be executed within one call. This can prevent more serious risks; the following 
operation may delete the table after selection: 

“SELECT * FROM gestbook WHERE author _id = author_a; drop table gestbook 

3.3 Fix perl script 

In ThinkQuest library, 60% of the websites includes perl scripts. Because the 
syntax and vulnerability of perl is quite different from that of php, the fixing process 
and operations are also quite different. Firstly it needs to remove useless web pages 
and scripts of "Advanced" tools which are no more supported. Then 4 kinds of 
common vulnerabilities as the following points will be fixed: 

 File uploading/filesystem modification 
 Web server environment variables 
 Temporary file creation vulnerabilities 
 Runtime variable modification 

 Remove script of "Advanced" tools  

ThinkQuest library was originally owned by a company called “Advanced” prior to 
Oracle. In order to facilitate websites development, "Advanced" company provided 
several Perl wrapped function scripts, such as mailto.cgi and redirect.cgi. These 
scripts are named as "Advanced" tools.  

These tools were developed several years ago without recent updates. So they 
may contain security issues. For instance, "Advanced" tools utilize temporary files. 
Without the privilege control, the hacker can exploit temporary files and symlink to 
manipulate arbitrarily server files, even steal system password. According to 
ThinkQuest requirements, this kind of scripts should be removed. The related features 
should also be disabled. 
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Following is a simple shell script to detect all "Advanced" tools in the website 
directory and list the file names in the console.  
 
#!/bin/sh 
#To detect "Advanced" tools in the website directory (including the sub-dir). 
#usage: >scan_adv_tool.sh ./Path 
 
if [ ! $1 > /dev/null ] #default check htdocs. 
then 
 dir=`echo /usr/local/apache2/htdocs` 
else 
 dir=$1 
fi 
echo "------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
echo "These files are possible ThinkQuest based admin tools." 
echo "" 
 
for file in .htaccess addUser.cgi admin.cgi adminsys.cgi cgi-lib.pl check.pl config.pl 
fsystem.pl gbook.cgi gbook.conf listUser.cgi htaccess.conf mailto.cgi mainform.cgi 
redirect.cgi test_script.cgi upload.cgi upload.pl 
do 
 find $dir -name "$file" 
done 
 
echo "-------------------------------------------------------------------------" 
exit 0 

According to ThinkQuest requirements, in addition to "Advanced" tools scripts, 
the script which is not used by the other files should also be swept away. After 
cleaning process, all the other useful self-written perl scripts need manual checking 
and fixing of vulnerability. 

 File uploading/ file system modification 

Perl language allows script include and invoke shell commands [9]. In 
ThinkQuest library, some script features are implemented through execution of shell 
command. For example, the feedback feature utilizes mail sending command. 

 Some shell commands use user input variables as arguments. If the user enters 
special meta-characters, such as ";", "|", etc., these special characters may make the 
scripts do other things which are not originally intended. Attacker can inject malignant 
scripts in the request to overwrite commands or argument variables.  

So before user-supplied variables being passed to shell command, they should 
be filtered of shell meta-characters. Otherwise arbitrary commands are allowed to be 
executed on the underlying shell. 
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Some websites originally support simple uploading utility and allow user to store 
files on web server. Many of the third-party utilities such as “FileMan” make uploading 
by the teams fairly simple in design. These utilities could easily allow unrestricted 
usage. Without proper file content checking, the utility would easily be compromised 
and upload scripts including viruses or Trojans. The hacker may exploit this tool to 
manipulate the file system and perform attacks. 

This is not an outstanding issue in ThinkQuest library currently, because 
ThinkQuest apache server is installed in jail file system. The Chroot directory disables 
file writing and only allows read access. In the web page originally contains uploading 
feature, the function should be disabled and replaced by a message: 

"Sorry, this feature has been disabled by ThinkQuest. Please enjoy the rest of the site! "  

 Web server environment variables 

In the Perl website, the request information passed to cgi script is through 
Apache environment variable [11]. Apache environment variable is different from 
operating system environment variables; it is mainly used to contain web server 
information and client request data. Syntax $ENV{'var_name'} references value of 
variable "var_name" directly. The following script lists common used environment 
variables: 

foreach $key (keys %ENV) { 
print "$key --> $ENV{$key}<br>"; 
}  
 

 

Figure 3.3: List of environment variables in Apache 
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Commonly, environment variables are used to retrieve user input from html form 
submission. For example, form submission method is stored in the environment 
variable $ENV{'REQUEST_METHOD'}. Cgi script can check this variable to judge the 
request method is "GET" or "POST". For these two request methods, there are two 
different ENV_VAR to retrieve submission contents. $ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'} is 
used to access request contents of "POST" method and $ENV{'QUERY_STRING'} is 
used for "GET" method. 

 
Example:  

if ($ENV{'REQUEST_METHOD'} eq "POST") { 
read(STDIN, $buffer, $ENV{'CONTENT_LENGTH'}); 
@pairs = split(/&/, $buffer); 
} else { 
@pairs = split(/&/, $ENV{'QUERY_STRING'}); 
} 

 
Meanwhile, some environment variables also contain server configuration 

information which should normally be hidden from the public viewing. For example: 
 

SERVER_SOFTWARE = Apache/2.2.4 (Unix) DAV/2 PHP/5.2.3 
The name and version of web server software process client request 

DOCUMENT_ROOT = /usr/local/apache2/htdocs 
Paths of apache server root directory which is used to contain the website 

content. 

SERVER_NAME = localhost 
Server IP addresses, DNS alias or server name defined in server configuration.  

If the hacker accesses the server information through environment variables, 
they may identify the server and OS version and then exploit bugs or holes of 
un-patched versions to perform malicious actions. 

The elimination method of this issue is to forbid requests of sensitive 
environment variables. Defining rules in configuration file and utilizing the 
mod_security module to filter requests including above ENV_VAR name such as 
SERVER_SOFTWARE or DOCUMENT_ROOT. Manual reviewing is also necessary to 
check the use of each environment variables. For client request variables, it can be 
used safely. If a variable containing sensitive server information are detected, it 
should be cleaned and recorded in the vulnerability fixing report. 

 Temporary file creation vulnerabilities 

When ThinkQuest library originally owned by company “Advanced” prior to 
Oracle, “Advanced” supported some perl wrapped function scripts. These scripts 
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utilized temporary files under /tmp directory. In Linux file system, any common user 
has privilege to create, write and execute files under /tmp directory. Without privilege 
control, malicious users may exploit "Advanced" script to create temporary files and 
manipulate arbitrary server data files through symlink [12].  

For example, they can access password via /etc/passwd to steal sensitive server 
information or overwrite file contents. In addition, the hacker can create link to 
unexpected scripts to execute malicious shell commands, such as send junk mails 
even remove files on the server. It may lead to serious risky results. 

Solution:  

As the requirements from ThinkQuest, all the scripts supplied by "Advanced" 
should be removed. It can prevent temporary files utilization and symlink attacks. So 
the first step of cleaning up Perl website is scanning website directories, detect 
"Advanced" tools and removing them. The next step is to check other webpage 
referenced “Advanced” tools and disables related script invocation. The original 
function area of the web page should be replaced with the notice:  

"Sorry, this feature has been disabled by ThinkQuest. Please enjoy the rest of the site! "  

On the other hand, the server is installed under jail directory. In the jail, only 
necessary shell commands are kept, while others, such as symlink and sending mail, 
are disabled. Restricting user privileges and limiting filesystem access may affect 
some website features, but it can prevent server security issues from the hackers. 

 
 Runtime variable modification 

In some perl cgi script, function printf() and sprintf() are used to generate web 
page contents, such as HTML tags and controls. The parameter in the print function 
may also contain user input variables. It gives hacker chances to inject malicious 
contents. They may modify the variables to called/read system-level commands and 
files then display unexpected results in the web page. For example, if hacker puts 
"`cat /etc/passwd`" as printf() argument, the server password may be displayed in the 
browser. 

Thanks to the precaution measure that Apache is installed in jail system, the 
hacker has no access to the directory “/etc/passwd”. Other sensitive files are also 
separated from jail. But vulnerability of runtime variable modification still should be 
fixed. This is very similar to the SQL injection handling. Before operation, function 
variables should pass validation or be encoded or be escaped. Then the risk scripts 
would be filtered.   

3.4 Write vulnerability identification and fixing report 

In order to facilitate version control and code review by other team members, all 
the issues detected and modification should be recorded in the fixing report of each 
website. It will be used for testing and further modification. For each vulnerability 
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record in the report, it contains following detailed information: 
 

Filename : Name and path of files contain this kind of vulnerability 
Format   : Type of the file, php or perl   
Description : Type of the security issue 
Found  : The line number and function of the vulnerability 
Changes : Modification used for fixing the vulnerability 
 
Example: 

 

 

 

Filename data/Hello.php3 
data/hey.php3 
data/input.php4 

Format .php3 .php4 
Description No link with other files. Contains function that write to file system. Or injection 

problem. 
Test grep -rl ".*filename.*" *   

Before removing files, test whether this file is linked to other page   
Changes Remove these files. 

Filename gather/News/CoverGirl.php 
Format .php 
Description Read news from database. 
Found Line 34: 

fwrite($file,$add); 
Changes Comment the part that writes filesystem. 

Filename VPages/Registration.php 
Format .php 
Vulnerabilities Write to database. 
Found Line 23: 

$works = mysql_query ("INSERT into Users (Username, Password, Age, 
Country, State, EmailAddress) VALUES 

Changes Comment the INSERT SQL. 

Filename VPages/Articles/Article.php 
Format .php 
Description Create an new article.  
Vulnerabilities Write to file system. 
Found Line 62: 

fwrite($file,$dook);//Write File system; 
Changes Remove the lines that write file. 
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3.5 Testing of modified website  

After vulnerability fixing process, the fixed website can't be uploaded back to the 
production server directly. They need fully testing and code review, to ensure no bugs 
and unfixed issues existing and all the features work fine. 

For PHP and Perl websites, the general testing processes are almost identical. It 
includes following steps. First preview the fixed web page in browser. Click each link 
and button to make sure feature works fine and no errors or bugs exists. For some 
specific features, such as sendmail in feedback, which have been disabled, the 
original webpage region should be replaced with the notice:   

"Sorry, this feature has been disabled by ThinkQuest. Please enjoy the rest of the site! "  

If all the functions works normally and get expected result, the last step is to 
review the source code again to make sure the vulnerability script is commented 
properly and necessary validation program is added. For specified functions and 
vulnerabilities, there are detailed tests pointed as below: 

 

 Testing of PHP website 

 Global variable 

Before vulnerability fixing process, directive “register_globals” is turned on in 

php.ini. PHP script utilizes the automatic generated variable to take user input value. 
After modification, “register_globals” is turned off, $_POST, $_GET and $_REQUEST 

super global arrays are added to retrieve form input. The original automatic 
generated variable can only get null value. 

All the PHP web pages including form submission need to be tested. The 
approach is to fully fill in the form fields and submit to check whether further operation 
works fine. If null value error arises, the reason may be the global variable still exists. 
For example, in the "Quiz" web page, user should choose the answer for all the 
questions. If anyone is missing, the script will give the warning and ask the user to fill 
in it. When all the contents are filled in and the warning still arises, it means the script 
can't get the user input properly; the global variable needs to be checked again. 

When the website passes the test without any errors, the last step is to review 
the source code to make sure every variable used to retrieve form input is working 

Filename VPages/VC/Comments.php 

Format *.php 
Description Sendmail function.May cause spam. 
Found Line 14: 

mail($to,$subject,$message,$from); 
Changes Comment this line and add warn on the page. 
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through $_POST, $_GET and $_REQUEST super global arrays. 

 Cross-site scripting  

In some ThinkQuest websites, user inputs data in the guestbook feature without 
proper restrictions. The hacker can hide malicious scripts in the messages and store 
them on the server. When the other user browses the message with risky content, the 
hidden scripts may auto-run and steal user's sessions and cookies. This is called 
Cross-site scripting. 

In the vulnerability fixing process, user input validation is added before storing 
external messages on the server. The external data is verified in accordance with 
specify format regarding the data type and length. In addition, the output content is 
escaped and the HTML tags and harmful scripts are filtered. 

 For XSS issues, all the web pages displaying user input data should be tested, 
especially for the guestbook feature. First make sure PHP directive 
"magic_quotes_gpc" is turned on. Then backslash will be automatically added before 
' (single-quote), " (double quote), \ (backslash).For example:  

Enter message content with HTML tag and script in the form field and submit. 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
alert(Warning); 
</script> 
<a href="www.google.com">tes1t<br>test2 

No alert box should popping up means the java script is disabled. Then html tag 
should be escaped and displayed in the web page directly. The harmful use is 
disabled. If an unexpected result happens, the source code needs to be checked 
again and to be added with the escaping function. 

 Email injection. 

Because the hacker may exploit mail send function to send junk mail or steal 
sensitive server information. As the requirements of ThinkQuest, all the mail functions 
in the website should be commented. 

 In the testing process, check the web page with mail function, especially the 
feedback feature. The "Send mail" form should be replaced with notice  

"Sorry, this feature has been disabled by ThinkQuest. Please enjoy the rest of the site! "  

Then the automatic scan tool can be used to detect the php script with key word 
"mail". If anything is detected, the code should be reviewed to make sure the function 
is disabled and all the mail addresses are removed or disabled. 

 File access through variable problem 

Some web pages utilize fopen() or include() function to reference external 
contents. If the file path parameter is not hard coded but is a variable, the hacker may 
overwrite it and open unexpected remote URLs or local sensitive files. In the 
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vulnerability fixing process, the modification includes two aspects: Forbidding of 
opening remote URLs and validation of the local files to be opened. 

Firebug is a useful tool for website debugging and testing. It can be used to test 
whether the website requests remote URL. At starting "firebug", select "Net" tab, the 
firebug console can list all the information about the request. Test potential attackers’s 

input and check the request domain. Ensure evil input is forbidden and the request 
only contains localhost and no remote files request exists. 

 

The next step is test the validation of local files for fopen() function. Attempt to 
open an illegal file exclusive to the white list. Message "Invalid request” is showed 
means the validation filtered illegal variable. Then try a file in the white list, the file 
content should be shown in the web page normally. 

At last, check the source code again and pay attention to fopen() function. The 
shell command “grep” can help get the list of files include fopen function and the 

position in the file. Check each parameter does not include remote URLs and the 
validation operation is added. 

grep -rl fopen /usr/local/apache2/path 
grep -n fopen /usr/local/apache2/filename 

 SQL injection 

The SQL injection vulnerability is because the hacker injects malicious scripts in 
the SQL statements and leads to unexpected database operations. The manual 
modification has added necessary type checking and escaping function. 

In the test process, enter illegal content to check whether it can be filtered and 
database operation works normally. For example in the guestbook message search 
feature, user should enter a number value of author id to search messages of the 
specified author. Try to enter "15 or 'x'='x' " in the field and submit. The web page 
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should show warning message "Author ID should be a number. Please enter valid 
content". It means validation function detected invalid user input which not matches 
predefined type. The unexpected value is filtered before any database operations. 
Then test only enter valid content “15” in the search form. Check whether the search 

function can work normally and return the correct result. 

 Testing of Perl website 

 File uploading/file-system modification 

Some websites in ThinkQuest library exploit third-party utilities to upload files 
onto server. Without security restriction, hacker can also exploit this feature to upload 
virus or Trojan. So as ThinkQuest requirement, the features of file-system 
modification and file uploading should be blocked.  

The testing process of this vulnerability includes three steps. First use shell grep 
command to detect whether webpage includes file uploading scripts such as 
“Fileman.cgi”. Then review the webpage, make sure the original region of uploading 
link or function is removed. Then check the script, related function invocation source 
code should be commented. At last scan the directory, insure no uploading utility is 
exist. 

 Web server environment variable  

Hacker may exploit environment variables to steal server info, or even to overwrite 
server configuration data. In fixing process, Apache server is configured to not allow 
retrieval sensitive environment variable. In perl script, only keep environment variable 
used for GET or POST method, all the others should be commented or replaced by 
absolute value.  

In the test process, first check the vulnerability modification report, find which 
webpage originally contain illegal environment variable. Then load the fixed page in 
the browser and make sure no error displayed. Finally review the source code, 
ensure no sensitive environment variable is referenced. 
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4 Simple script tool for Perl vulnerabilities detection. 

ThinkQuest library maintains thousands of websites need to be fixed. 
Different developers have different programming practice and style. The logic and 
features are also quite different. Manual fixing the vulnerability of each websites 
is case by case and quite complex.  

In order to assist manual fixing process, a simple bash script is developed to 
detect and fix some general Perl security issues. This tool utilizes grep, sed and 
awk techniques to match and detect the vulnerability source code. As ThinkQuest 
requirement, in order to prevent spam email, all the email addresses exist in the 
websites should be encoded or removed. Another feature of this tool is encoding 
mail address. The kinds of vulnerability in website are varied. It's hard for 
automatic tool to cover every condition, so this tool is only used to assist manual 
fixing, but not automatically fixing.  

The auto scan tool includes 5 functions. It first checks whether "sed" and 
"awk" utility properly installed on the system. Then back up the source code 
before modification. In case, the fixing operation breaks the website, the original 
version can be restored. Function cgi_invocation is used to preview the 
relationship between WebPages and Perl scripts. It facilitates the understanding 
of the website logic and features. Later the scan tool recursively scans each file 
under website directory and detects the vulnerabilities. At last it can encode all 
the email addresses. Then email spam is avoided, because all original mail 
addresses are not available any more.    

4.1  Check sed and awk utility in the system  

The assist scan tool mainly uses UNIX utility “sed” and "awk" to scan 

webpage directory and detect potential risk source code. The precondition to 
execute it is ensuring “sed” and "awk" are normally installed on the system. 

Function is_exist() is developed to check whether they are available. If not, print 
error message to user. 

Script 4.1: Function is_exist() checks whether "sed" & "awk" installed 

 function is_exist() 
 { 
     IS_SED=0 
     PRO_NAME=${1:?"Error: is_exist function needs one parameter."} 
     for path in `echo $PATH | sed 's/:/\n/g'`;do 
         if [ -x $path/$PRO_NAME ];then 
             IS_SED=1 
         fi 
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     done 
     if [ $IS_SED -eq 1 ];then 
         return 0 
     else 
         return 1 
     fi 
 } 
 if ! is_exist sed;then 
     echo "Error: sed isn't found in \$PATH env" 
     exit 1 
 fi 
 if ! is_exist awk;then 
     echo "Error: awk isn't found in \$PATH env" 
     exit 1 
 fi    

 
4.2 File backup and restore 

In order to prevent accidental improperly modification of source code, 
function backup() and restore() are implemented. They can archive and back up 
all files under website directory. If needed, we can easily restore the original 
version. The backup files are named as the format: "bak_"+date+time+”.tar.bz2”. 
“date+time” is used to specify the version.  

Script 4.2: Function backup() & restore() 

 version=`date +%Y%m%d-%H%M%S` 
           
 backup(){ 
     tar cvjf "bak_$version.tar.bz2" . > /dev/null 
     echo "backup success" 
 } 
          
 restore(){ 
     tar xvjf bak_*  
     echo "restore success" 
} 

 
4.3 Detect perl cgi invocation in webpage 

Before fixing vulnerability of each Perl website, it is necessary to preview 
each webpage. Click each link to understand the website logic, features and 
sitemap. Another more important task is to get clear the relationship between 
each webpage and perl script. In order to get above answer, function 
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cgi_invocation() is implemented to scan each html webpage file and detect which 
perl script is invocated in it. If detected the string with extension of .pl or .cgi, the 
scan tool records webpage name and string line number in log file. In later 
manually fixing process, analyze the log file to understand the invocation 
relationship between webpages and perl scripts.  

Script 4.3: Function to detect cgi invocation 

#Usage: cgi_invocation “webpage name”  
function cgi_invocation(){ 
     if [ $# -eq 0 ];then 
         echo "Error: the cgi_invocation function is missing a parameter" 
         exit 1 
     fi 
     result=`grep -E -n '*(cgi|pl)' $1 | awk -F: '{print $1}'`  
     for item in $result; do 
  if [ ! -z $item ]; then 
   write_log "$log_file" "invoke perl cgi script." "$1" "$item" 
  fi 
     done 
}  

4.4 Recursively scan file under website directory   

After making clear the website logic and relationships between WebPages 
and Perl scripts, the assist scan tool is used to recursively scan each file under 
current website directory through function list_dir(). It would call other specific 
function to fix specific issue, such as function encode_mailaddr() used to encode 
email address. If detected security issues, print out the issue type and script path 
in console. The result facilitates later code checking and modification process. 

Script 4.4: Function of recursive scan 

file_type=".pl|.cgi" 
work_dir="." 
                    
function scan_perl(){ 
 list_dir "dis_sendmail" 
 list_dir "dis_sys" 
 list_dir "dis_exec" 
 list_dir "dis_env" 
 list_dir "encode_mailaddr" ".pl|.cgi|.html|.php|.php3|.htm" 
} 
                    
function list_dir(){ 
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    _exec=${1:?"error, missing parameter."} 
    file_type=${2:-"$file_type"} 
    file_type=`echo $file_type | sed 's/|/$|/g;s/$/$/'` 
    for file in `find $work_dir -type f | egrep $file_type`;do 
        if [ ! -w $file ];then 
            echo "Warning: $file not writable." 
        else 
            if echo $file | grep '\.cgi$' > /dev/null ;then 
                if ! is_perl_script "$file";then 
                    echo "CGI $file isn't the perl script" 
                    continue 
                fi 
            fi 
            echo "[exec: $_exec]  "$file 
            $_exec $file 
        fi 
    done 
    return 0 
} 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Result of scan process 
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4.5 Detect function with potential venerability  

In ThinkQuest library, the main vulnerability of Perl script is usage of 
sensitive environment variable, invocation of sendmail function and shell 
command execution. Assist scan tool implements three functions to detect above 
issues.  

These functions utilize regular expression to match the source code of 
sensitive ENV_VAR as well as vulnerability function name, such as "sendmail", 
"exec" and "system". If detected, function write_log() records the issue type, file 
name and line number in log file. Utility "sed" is used to modify source code and 
disable these functions.     

 
Script 4.5: Function of specific vulnerability detection   

 function dis_sendmail(){ 
     if [ $# -eq 0 ];then 
         echo "Error: the dis_sendmail function is missing parameter." 
         exit 1 
     fi 
 #    if sed -e's/\(^.*sendmail.*$\)/#\1/;/\(^.*sendmail.*$\)/i#@disable mail 
function.\ 
 #die "The mail function has been forbidden"' $1 > tmp && mv tmp $1;then 
     result=`grep -n 'sendmail' $1 | awk -F: '{print $1}'` 
     if [ ! -z $result];then 
             write_log "$log_file" "Mail function has been found." "$1" "$result" 
     fi 
 } 
  
 function dis_sys(){ 
     if [ $# -eq 0 ];then 
         echo "Error: the dis_sys function is missing parameter." 
         exit 1 
     fi 
         result=`grep -n 'system' $1 | awk -F: '{print $1}'` 
  if [ ! -z $result ];then 
   write_log "$log_file" "system function has been found." "$1" "$result" 
  fi 
 } 
 function dis_exec(){ 
     if [ $# -eq 0 ];then 
         echo "Error: the dis_exec function is missing parameter." 
         exit 1 
     fi 
         result=`grep -n 'exec' $1 | awk -F: '{print $1}'` 
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         if [ ! -z $result ];then 
   write_log "$log_file" "exec function has been found." "$1" "$result" 
  fi 
 } 
 function dis_env(){ 
     if [ $# -eq 0 ];then 
         echo "Error: the dis_env function is missing parameter." 
         exit 1 
     fi 
         result=`grep -n '$ENV' $1 | awk -F: '{print $1}'` 
         if [ ! -z $result ];then 
   write_log "$log_file" "environment variable has been found." "$1" 
"$result" 
  fi 
 }                   
 function write_log(){ 
     if [ ! $# -eq 4 ];then 
         echo "Error: write_log function is missing three parameters " 
         exit 1 
     fi 
     echo "+++++++++++++++" >> $1 
     echo "[line:$4]$3 : "$2 >> $1 
 } 
 

 

Figure 4.2: Result of scan process 
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4.6 Encode email address  

As the ThinkQuest requirement, besides vulnerability functions need to be 
disabled, all the email address should be removed or disabled to prevent sending 
user unexpected mail. Function encode_mailaddr() exploit sed utility to encode 
each mail address, replace the symbol @ with #. Then all original mail addresses 
are not available any more.  

Script 4.6: Function of Email address encoding   

 function encode_mailaddr(){ 
 if [ $# -eq 0 ];then 
    echo "Error: the del_mailaddr function is missing parameter." 
    exit 1 
    fi 
 sed -e 's/\([a-zA-Z0-9][a-zA-Z0-9_-.]*\)@\([a-zA-Z0-9-]\+\(\.[a-zA-Z0 
9]\+\)*\)/\1#\2/g' "$1" > "$1.tmp" 
     if ! cop -s "$1" "$1.tmp";then 
         write_log "$log_file" "A mail address has been substituted" "$1" '-' 
         diff "$1" "$1.tmp" >> "$log_file" 
         mv "$1.tmp" "$1" 
     fi 
} 

  
Above script tool is used to assist manual fixing process of perl website. It scans 

the website directory, utilizes regular expression and "sed" utility to detect 
vulnerability source code. If found risk code, record the script name, risk type and 
line number in log file. Meanwhile all the email address would be encoded and 
disabled. In later manual fixing process, analyzing the log file can facilitate clean 
security issues process.    
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5  Conclusion and Summary 
This thesis mainly discussed the approach to improve ThinkQuest server 

security performance and fix existing websites vulnerability. The research includes 
three aspects:  

 Improvement of Apache web server security configuration 

 Summarizing methodology of manual fixing vulnerabilities  

 Developing a simple script tool for security issue detection  

  The precondition of the secure server environment is to install apache in jail 
system. At the same time, sensitive shell command and resource should be 
isolated. Apache configuration directive “ServerSignature” and “ServerTokens” 
should be turned off. Then sensitive server info would be hidden from public. It can 
prevent hacker identifying server OS & software version and performing attack on 
available vulnerability points.  

In order to forbid hacker to steal or overwrite sensitive server file, specific 
directory is configured restraint common user access to deny attack operation. 
Mod_security is a useful apache module. Install and proper configure it can help 
encode URL, mask server info and filter illegal client request. Other useless 
modules should be turned off, or they would larger attack surface for hackers.  

The websites in ThinkQuest library are mainly developed with two techniques, 
PHP and Perl. This thesis summarized 9 common security issues, 5 for PHP and 4 
for Perl. For websites with different techniques, the fixing process and operation 
are quite different. The third chapter first discuss how to utilize bash script specify 
the type of website. Then illustrate the principle and identification method of each 
security issue. Example codes are supplemented to demonstrate how the hacker 
exploits these vulnerabilities to spoof the server, steal sensitive data and produce 
SQL injection. For each kind of issue, specific solutions are enumerated finally. 

For PHP websites, $_GET[] /$_POST[] super array are added to get user input. 
It can resolve the problem of global variables. External data validation process and 
htmlentities() escaping function are used to avoid XSS issue. All the email address 
and mail functions are disabled or encoded to prevent hacker sending out junk mail. 
Block remote content reference and build white list with validation is the temporary 
compromise solution for file access through variables issue. SQL injection is a 
common security topic. PHP Portable Data Objects (PDO) is designed as clean 
abstraction in source code away from the database platform. Passing user input to 
PDO would build the query internally in a safe manner with any potentially 
malicious data encoded or escaped. At the same time, the parameter validation is 
an indispensable part to sanitize the user input. 
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The first step of fixing Perl website is removing original “Advanced” tools and 
cleaning related invocation and reference. Thanks to installing ThinkQuest in Jail 
system, file uploading and temporary file creation issue can be blocked. The web 
server environment variable should be pay special attention to, request of sensitive 
ENV_VAR should be denied. Mod_security module is one best engine to filter 
illegal request. 

For each website, all the detected security issues and manual fixing operation 
are logged in the report. It is very useful for further testing and modification. At the 
same time, it can facilitate version control and code review by other team 
members. 

After manual fixing process, the modified website need to be tested locally and 
fixed source code need to be reviewed. Basic testing checks whether website 
general function works fine without any error. For specific vulnerability, 
corresponding illegal request data is entered to make sure validation and escaping 
process works as expected. After passing preliminary testing, the fixed website 
would be transferred to professional testing team for further complete test and then 
be uploaded back to production sever.  

Based on above experiences, a general website vulnerability fixing 
methodology is summarized. According to it, 60 websites are manually fixed in 
ThinkQuest library.  

Finally a small script is developed to assist manual fixing process of perl website. 
This tool can back up the original source code for additional restore. In addition, it 
recursively scans Perl website directory, utilizing regular expression and "sed" 
utility to match and detect vulnerability source code. If risk content founded, script 
name, risk type and line number will be recorded in log file. This log file can assist 
later manual fixing process to quick find the position of security issue.  

All above security configuration, vulnerability fixing methodology and assist 
detection script can be applied to ThinkQuest library maintenance. It prevents 
attacks on the server and illegal operations through websites.  
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6 Discussion 

As was mentioned earlier, this thesis is researching on some general 
approaches to clean up the security issues in ThinkQuest Library. Based on it, 
vulnerability fixing methodology and assist scan script are summarized and 
implemented. Some questions are remaining and many aspects need to be 
improved in the future.   

6.1  Limitation 

 Research scope limitation  

   The topic of this thesis comes from the ThinkQuest website security issue 
cleanup project. As their requirement, the scope is only focusing on 9 common 
security issues in ThinkQuest Library, 5 for PHP and 4 for Perl. Around these 
particular vulnerabilities, the thesis discussed the specific principle, identification 
method and corresponding solutions.  

Disabled some original features:  

In original unfixed ThinkQuest websites, without strong prevention mechanism, 
some features may leave loopholes to hackers. For example, if the feedback page 
leaks of user input filter logic, attacker may inject malicious request and send junk 
mail out. Although the validation process is added in the fixing approach, as the 
requirement from ThinkQuest, this feature should be commented and all the mail 
address should be encoded and disabled. Some other original features are also 
disabled after fixing process. These modifications seem not very friendly, and it 
affects normal operation of the website. But it‟s a compromise solution to 
guarantee preventing complex attack from hacker.  

The assist script tool can‟t cover all kinds of issues:  

In order to assist manual fixing process, a simple script tool is developed for 
Perl vulnerability detection. This script can only focus on four kinds of issues: 
sendmail function, command execution, environment variable utilization and email 
address encoding. For other issues, the script is not completely covered. That is 
because the diversity of the function programming style. The assist script is only 
towards general typical vulnerabilities, but not suited for other specific cases. A lot 
of time and energy is needed to handle special situation. It‟s increased the difficulty 
to concern many kinds of exceptions. 
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6.2 Future work 

This thesis discussed some basic topics about security server configuration 
and vulnerability clean up approach. It‟s only a start point. Deeper research and 
further optimization are necessary for generating a more complete security issue 
fixing methodology. The result shows there is room for further improvement and 
becomes an indicator for future work. 

Apache server configuration 

In this thesis work, several server settings are configured to restrict common 
user accessing of specific file-system. Mod_security module is also exploited to 
block potential risk request. Some restriction is only concerned about the general 
situation and too strict to special cases. Certain normal requests would also be 
filtered. Above approaches keep the server security at the expense of functional 
ability and user satisfaction, such as the E-mail send function and environment 
variable.  

The later work should do deeper research to ease the configure limitation 
appropriately. It‟s necessary to clarify each specific website security requirement 
from general configuration and define niche targeting filter rules. Try to take full 
advantage of Mod_security module to restrict illegal user request and minimize the 
effect on common user. 

Vulnerabilities Research and Solutions 

Based on OEF ThinkQuest requirements and the time limitation, this thesis is 
only focused on 9 PHP/Perl vulnerabilities. For some of them, the fixing solution is 
disabling the function directly. For example, comment the fopen() function with 
external URL to avoid including remote resource. Completely blocking the external 
contents not only affects the original features not user friendly. 

In the premise of security, the future work should research on keeping original 
feature and adding powerful precaution improvement, such as sufficient validation 
process. Webpage should allow containing normal external source and filter 
malicious content properly. Before foreign sources displayed in webpage, the 
content should be escaped. Thus, the hidden tag and script will be disclosed and 
disabled. More work is necessary to find the solution which is reliable but more 
user friendly. 

Develop a more powerful automatic issue fixing tool 

The current Perl vulnerability assist script has limited functionality. It can only 
scan the website and log detected potential security issue. The final goal of the 
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future work is to develop a complete automatic issue fixing tool. The scope should 
cover more vulnerability and perform automatically fixing after detection.  

To achieve this goal, several difficulties should be conquered. The issue 
function logics of different websites are varying. So each particular case should be 
considered to make a stronger issue detection script. Only fixing the issue source 
code is insufficient. The fixed content may be referenced by other webpage. So the 
auto modification should be very careful and cautious, or it would affect the 
operation of the whole website. In conclusion, reliability is the most important factor, 
no matter to the automatic fixing tool or the website security cleaning up approach.   
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